I[NTRODUCTION]{.smallcaps} {#sec1-1}
==========================

Alzheimer\'s disease (AD) is the leading cause of age-related dementia, and approximately 47 million people currently suffer from dementia worldwide. With the current aging population, the number of dementia cases is projected to increase to more than 131 million by 2050.\[[@ref1]\] Amyloid plaques composed of extracellular amyloid beta (Aβ) and intracellular neurofibrillary tangles (NFTs) containing hyper-phosphorylated tau (p-tau) represent the two main pathological hallmarks of AD.\[[@ref2]\] The biggest obstacle in AD treatment is the lack of a basic understanding of AD etiology. Given the pathological role of Aβ plaques in AD, the β-amyloid (or Aβ cascade) hypothesis has dominated the field of AD research for many years.\[[@ref3]\] However, targeting Aβ has not resulted in successful reversion or attenuation of AD symptoms. Therefore, research in AD therapeutics has shifted toward the role of tau in AD pathogenesis. Although tau pathology is considered secondary to Aβ accumulation, pathological changes in tau correlate more accurately with disease progression and cognitive changes.\[[@ref4]\] Indeed, tau may contribute to the pathogenic AD onset through Aβ-dependent and Aβ-independent mechanisms. New findings describing the ability of tau to propagate transcellularly have recently attracted much attention. Biomarkers aimed at early detection of pathological changes in tau and potential immunotherapies targeting tau are reviewed.

B[IOCHEMICAL AND]{.smallcaps} P[HYSIOLOGICAL]{.smallcaps} P[ROPERTIES OF]{.smallcaps} T[AU]{.smallcaps} {#sec1-2}
=======================================================================================================

Human tau is encoded by the *MAPT* gene on chromosome 17q21.31,\[[@ref5]\] comprising 16 exons that are alternatively spliced on exons 2, 3, and 10 to generate 6 tau protein isoforms ranging from 352 to 441 amino acids in the adult human brain\[[@ref6]\] \[[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}\]. Tau consists of three domains \[[Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}\]: an assembly domain, a projection domain, and a proline-rich domain.\[[@ref7]\] Tau is predominantly expressed in neurons and with lower expression in glia cells\[[@ref8]\] and can also be found in the extracellular environment.\[[@ref9]\] Given its prominent localization on microtubule-enriched axonal processes, tau is often used as an axonal marker,\[[@ref10]\] while recent studies also report a physiological role for tau in dendrites.\[[@ref11]\]

![Alternative splicing of the MAPT gene and tau isoforms. Tau is encoded by the *MAPT* gene comprising 16 exons. Exons 0 and 1 encode the 5' untranslated sequence of *MAPT* mRNA while exon 14 encodes part of the 3' untranslated region. Exons 4a, 6, and 8 are only transcribed in peripheral tissues. Exons 2 and 3 encode 29-amino acid residue inserts near the amino-terminus, while exons 9--12 encode microtubule binding domain repeats near the carboxyl-terminus. Alternative splicing of *MAPT* results in 6 isoforms ranging from 352 to 441 amino acids. Tau isoforms are named based on the number of amino-terminal inserts (0N, 1N, and 2N) or carboxyl-terminal microtubule binding domain repeats (3R and 4R).](CMJ-130-2978-g001){#F1}

![Domains of the protein structure of tau. Tau consists of 3 domains: The projection domain resides in the amino-terminus, the proline-rich domain resides in the middle part, and the assembly domain is situated in the carboxyl-terminus. The assembly domain is composed of repeat domains and flanking regions and supports microtubule assembly. The projection domain extends away from microtubules and does not bind to microtubules. The proline-rich domain contains up to seven PXXP motifs, which are interaction motifs that bind SH3-domain protein components.](CMJ-130-2978-g002){#F2}

Tau is also extensively modified posttranslationally and has been reported to be modified by phosphorylation, acetylation, glycosylation, glycation, deamidation, isomerization, nitration, methylation, ubiquitylation, sumoylation, and truncation.\[[@ref12]\] The largest tau isoform (tau 441) can be phosphorylated at numerous serine/threonine and tyrosine residues.\[[@ref13]\] Ser/thr motifs preceding a proline residue are phosphorylated by proline-directed protein kinases (PDPKs) such as glycogen synthase kinase-3β (GSK-3β), cyclin-dependent-like kinase-5 (CDK5), and dual specificity tyrosine-phosphorylation-regulated kinase 1A. Proline-independent ser/thr residues are phosphorylated by non-PDPKs such as calcium/calmodulin-activated PKII, microtubule affinity-regulated kinase 110, PKA, and casein kinase 1.\[[@ref13]\] Protein phosphatase 2A (PP2A) accounts for approximately 70% of all tau dephosphorylation activity in the human brain.\[[@ref14]\]

Under physiological conditions, tau is highly soluble and natively unfolded in the cytoplasm. At the cellular level, tau regulates microtubule dynamics and facilitates reorganization of the microtubule cytoskeleton and mediates different functions depending on its subcellular location. In mature neurons, tau is concentrated in the axonal process where it interacts with microtubules through its assembly domain, thereby stabilizing microtubules and promoting microtubule assembly.\[[@ref15]\] In addition, tau regulates axon elongation and maturation\[[@ref16]\] and axonal transport via different mechanisms.\[[@ref17]\] Although only a small proportion of tau is localized to dendrites, dendritic tau is thought to be involved in regulating synaptic plasticity.\[[@ref11]\] Moreover, nuclear tau may play an important role in maintaining the integrity of genomic DNA, cytoplasmic RNA, and nuclear RNA.\[[@ref18]\] Tau-deficient mouse models have also implicated roles for tau in regulating neuronal activity, neurogenesis, and iron transport.\[[@ref19]\]

T[AU-MEDIATED]{.smallcaps} N[EURODEGENERATION]{.smallcaps} {#sec1-3}
==========================================================

As a pathological hallmark of AD, NFTs are intracellular inclusions composed of hyper-p-tau arranged in paired helical filaments (PHFs).\[[@ref20][@ref21]\] Although the role of p-tau in AD pathology is thought to be secondary to Aβ accumulation in the brain, a growing body of evidence suggests that tau has unique roles in AD that are Aβ independent. Tau aggregates and tau missorting impair axonal transport, mitochondrial function, and cytoskeletal dynamics and elevate oxidative stress in AD in an Aβ-independent manner.

P[OSTTRANSLATIONAL]{.smallcaps} M[ODIFICATIONS OF]{.smallcaps} T[AU IN]{.smallcaps} A[LZHEIMER\'S]{.smallcaps} D[ISEASE]{.smallcaps} P[ATHOGENESIS]{.smallcaps} {#sec1-4}
===============================================================================================================================================================

Tau phosphorylation {#sec2-1}
-------------------

In healthy human brain, 1.9 moles of phosphate is on average associated with 1.0 mole of tau, whereas tau derived from pathological filaments in AD patients comprises 6--8 moles of phosphate per mole of tau.\[[@ref22]\] Tau hyperphosphorylation in AD is derived from increased phosphorylation and/or decreased dephosphorylation. Tau phosphoregulation by PDPKs such as GSK-3β and CDK5 have been long implicated in AD pathogenesis;\[[@ref23]\] however, evidence regarding alterations in their activity and levels in AD brain remain controversial.\[[@ref23][@ref24]\] Because PP2A-dependent tau dephosphorylation is compromised in AD, elevations in p-tau in AD brain may be due to reduced tau dephosphorylation.\[[@ref25]\]

Hyper-p-tau in AD could exert pathological effects via several mechanisms: (1) Alterations in microtubule stability: Phosphorylation reduces tau affinity for tubulin causing p-tau to detach from microtubules.\[[@ref26][@ref27]\] (2) Tau phosphorylation promotes tau aggregation.\[[@ref28]\] In addition to tangle formation associated with aggregation, this may have two additional effects in synaptic function and turnover. (3) Synaptic dysfunction: p-tau is aberrantly trafficked from axons to form aggregates in the somatodendritic compartment, thereby interfering with normal synaptic transmission.\[[@ref29]\] (4) P-tau impairs proteosomal degradation and autophagy: As a small, unfolded, and short-lived cytosolic protein, tau is normally an ideal substrate for proteasomal degradation. P-tau aggregation reduces autophagy and subsequent protease cleavage, thereby inhibiting tau turnover.\[[@ref30]\]

Tau acetylation {#sec2-2}
---------------

Tau can be acetylated by the P300/CBP acetyltransferase, a 300 kDa CREB-binding protein at several Lys residues within its flanking region\[[@ref31]\] or repeat domain.\[[@ref32]\] Tau can also be deacetylated by sirtuin 1 and histone deacetylase 6.\[[@ref31]\] Tau acetylation at certain sites may have distinct effects on tau aggregation and degradation. For instance, acetylation at Lys259, Lys290, Lys321, or Lys353 facilitates tau degradation by suppressing tau phosphorylation and aggregation; tau acetylation is reduced at these sites in human AD brain and tau-transgenic mice.\[[@ref32]\] However, tau acetylation at Lys280 is elevated in patients at early and moderate AD Braak stages, thus preventing tau degradation to promote p-tau accumulation.\[[@ref31][@ref33]\] More recently, tau acetylation at Lys174 has been identified as an early pathological event in AD brain. Tau-acetylation at this site reduces tau turnover, which is critical for tau-mediated toxicity.\[[@ref34][@ref35]\]

Tau O-GlcNAcylation {#sec2-3}
-------------------

Tau N-glycosylation in human AD brain facilitates tau hyperphosphorylation, thus promoting its accumulation in PHF tangles.\[[@ref36]\] In contrast, O-GlcNAcylation (a form of O-glycosylation) negatively regulates tau phosphorylation.\[[@ref37]\] Interestingly, p-tau contains less O-GlcNAc than non-p-tau in human brain (up to 4-fold less), and downregulating O-GlcNAcylation can increase p-tau both *in vitro* and *in vivo*.\[[@ref38]\]

Tau processing through proteolysis {#sec2-4}
----------------------------------

Tau protein can undergo enzymatic and nonenzymatic cleavage *in vitro* and *in vivo*. Enzymes such as caspases, calpains, thrombin, and cathepsins cleave tau.\[[@ref39]\] Experiments *in vitro* indicate that caspases 1, 3, 6, 7, and 8 can cleave tau at different sites, resulting in the generation of truncated tau species which are primed for subsequent phosphorylation.\[[@ref40][@ref41]\] Calpain activity is regulated by a calcium-dependent heat-stable inhibitor, calpastatin. In AD brain, calpastatin levels are found to be significantly decreased and calpains activity is aberrantly enhanced. Calpain-dependent tau cleavage generates a 17 kDa tau fragment found in pathological NFTs,\[[@ref39]\] indicating that tau cleavage may facilitate aggregation of full-length tau.

Other enzymes involved in tau cleavage include asparagine endopeptidase (AEP)\[[@ref42]\] and caspase 2.\[[@ref43]\] AEP can cleave endogenous tau at Asn255 and Asn368 independently of caspases and calpains, generating neurotoxic fragments that form insoluble fibrils *in vitro*.\[[@ref42]\] Caspase 2 cleaves tau at Asp314 generating a truncated 35 kDa fragment, which mislocalizes to dendritic spines, and also aberrantly promotes mislocalization of endogenous tau to spines.\[[@ref43]\]

Tau aggregation {#sec2-5}
---------------

Tau aggregates range from soluble tau oligomers to insoluble tau deposits found in dystrophic neurites, neuropil threads, and NFTs in cell bodies. Tau aggregates are ubiquitous to AD and are key mediators of tau-mediated neurodegeneration.\[[@ref44]\] Although the exact mechanism underlying tau aggregation is unknown, aberrant posttranslational modification may promote tau aggregation. Given that tau hyperphosphorylation precedes aggregation, and tau aggregates are obligately phosphorylated in AD brain, phosphorylation has been suggested as a primary trigger for tau aggregation. However, phosphorylation at certain sites renders tau refractory to aggregation, and tau aggregation can occur *in vitro* in a phosphorylation-independent manner.\[[@ref45]\] Thus, phosphorylation itself is not sufficient to drive aggregation, but may help enhance ongoing multimerization events.

Although mechanisms underlying tau aggregation in AD brain remain unclear, aggregation appears to be necessary for tau-mediated neurodegeneration. Tau transgenic mice overexpressing an aggregate-prone tau variant developed AD-like tau pathology and cognitive deficits while tau pathology was absent in mice with expressing an aggregate-refractory tau variant.\[[@ref46]\] Because NFT burden correlates tightly with AD severity, tau aggregation was initially presumed to drive NFT toxicity. Evidence from human AD brain and transgenic mice suggest that most neurons likely die independently of NFT formation. Moreover, neurons comprising NFT are able to survive for an extended period.\[[@ref47][@ref48]\] Interestingly, abrogating tau expression improved memory while NFTs remained present in a repressible tau transgenic mouse model, indicating that NFTs may not be necessary or sufficient for neurodegeneration.\[[@ref49]\] An alternative explanation has been proposed where NFTs may act as a protective cellular response whereby toxic tau species are sequestered to limit intracellular damage. Since synapse loss, dysfunction, and cognitive deficits occur long before NFT formation, it has been suggested that soluble tau species (especially tau oligomers) may be the main cause of neurodegeneration. However, the exact oligomeric tau species that drive neurodegenerative processes have yet to be defined.

Mechanisms of tau-mediated neurodegeneration {#sec2-6}
--------------------------------------------

Although the Aβ cascade hypothesis places tau downstream of Aβ aggregation and toxicity, growing evidence suggests that tau dysfunction may have a more significant role in mediating neurodegeneration independently of Aβ, which is discussed below.

**Missorting of tau and synaptic loss**

In AD, tau hyperphosphorylation can aberrantly drive p-tau into postsynaptic spines, thereby increasing dendritic tau levels and causing synaptic dysfunction.\[[@ref11]\] Although Aβ also triggers synaptic dysfunction, reduction of tau levels can mitigate Aβ neurotoxicity, indicating that tau mediates Aβ toxicity in dendrites. Potential mechanisms underlying tau synaptotoxicity include Fyn-dependent phosphorylation of glutamate receptor subunits; tau is required for targeting the Src-family kinase Fyn to dendritic spines to phosphorylate the NMDA receptor subunit NR2B, thereby stabilizing NR2B interactions with postsynaptic density protein 95 that potentiate Aß-induced glutamate excitotoxicity.\[[@ref11]\]

**Tau dysfunction and impaired axonal transport**

Tau hyperphosphorylation and aggregation lead to abrogation of its normal cellular function. Both hyperphosphorylation and aggregation lead to impaired axonal tau transport by reducing tau binding to microtubules, causing microtubule disassembly. Importantly, kinesin motor-mediated axonal transport is impaired in AD, where p-tau is reported to impair kinesin-dependent axonal cargo trafficking by blocking transport of the adaptor-molecule c-Jun N-terminal kinase interacting protein 1 from the cell body to axons.\[[@ref50]\]

**Mitochondrial dysfunction**

Mitochondria dysfunction has been previously implicated in AD pathogenesis. Studies both *in vitro* and *in vivo* indicate a pathogenic role for p-tau in dysregulating mitochondria fission and fusion, thus inducing deficiencies in mitochondria respiratory function and consequent ATP generation.\[[@ref51]\] Interactions between filamentous actin (F-actin) and the mitochondria fission protein dynamin-related protein 1 (DRP1) block translocation of DRP1 to mitochondria, thus promoting mitochondrial elongation. This suggests a role for actin in mediating tau-dependent mitochondria dysfunction.\[[@ref51]\] In addition, overexpression of full-length tau promotes mitochondria elongation, while overexpression of truncated tau fragments induces mitochondrial fragmentation.\[[@ref52]\]

**Cytoskeletal dysfunction and oxidative stress**

Cytoskeletal dysfunction in AD is pathologically characterized by F-actin-enriched intracellular aggregates known as Hirano bodies.\[[@ref53]\] Previous studies indicate that tau is capable of inducing actin bundles which stabilize F-actin, thus reducing actin turnover and dynamics.\[[@ref54]\] This has significant consequences for oxidative stress: AD brain is characterized by excessive oxidative stress, and transgenic tau mouse models show elevations in oxidative stress indicators such as free-radical damage and increased reactive oxygen species.\[[@ref55]\] Tau dysregulation in neurons impairs the ability to cope with excessive oxidative stress. For instance, the stress response protein repressor element 1-silencing transcription factor is absent in neurons affected by abnormal tau.\[[@ref55]\] Further, pathogenic tau species have also been shown to block the transport of peroxisomes loaded with antioxidants, thereby limiting cellular distribution of antioxidants.\[[@ref56]\] These events leave neurons vulnerable to oxidative stress leading to DNA damage, an early event seen in AD pathogenesis.\[[@ref57]\]

T[RANSCELLULAR]{.smallcaps} T[AU]{.smallcaps} P[ROPAGATION]{.smallcaps} H[YPOTHESIS]{.smallcaps} {#sec1-5}
================================================================================================

Progressive pathological tau severity (Braak staging) has been characterized based on postmortem autopsies by Braak and Braak.\[[@ref58]\] Neurofibrillary pathology initiates within the anteromedial temporal lobe, progressing to the hippocampus proper and multimodal association areas, eventually spreading to secondary and primary cortices. An updated scheme recently proposed that the locus coeruleus (LC) is the first brain region to feature pathological changes in tau.\[[@ref59]\] Pathological tau spreading in AD was previously thought to be cell-autonomous, where tau dispersion would take place between cells comprising similar gene expression profiles. According to this "selective vulnerability theory," these cell types are intrinsically more vulnerable to tau-mediated pathogenesis and show functional and morphological abnormalities earlier in AD pathogenesis.\[[@ref60]\] Alternatively, the "transcellular tau propagation hypothesis" describes transcellular tau spreading as a "prion-like" process. In this model, tau aggregates or aggregate-prone seeds escape the cell of origin and gain access to neighboring-naïve cells to nucleate intracellular aggregation through conformational templating. Newly transduced cells can then proceed to propagate misfolded tau to other naive cells\[[@ref61]\] \[[Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}\]. Templated propagation was first conceived from experiments in human and animal models of transmissible spongiform encephalopathies, including Creutzfeldt--Jakob disease, Kuru disease in human, and scrapie in sheep. Pathogenic protein species from affected individuals in these disorders have been shown to be transmissible to naïve animals, with the capacity to be repeatedly passaged to other animals.\[[@ref62]\] The term "prion" was coined to describe a transmissible agent which demonstrated properties of a protein and was infectious.\[[@ref63]\] Application of the prion concept to tau propagation is a groundbreaking concept which may apply to a variety of proteotoxic neurodisorders including AD, Parkinson\'s disease, and amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. However, since the prion hypothesis has not yet been definitively shown in human tauopathies, the concept in association with AD and related tauopathies remains controversial.\[[@ref60]\]

![Proposed model for tau transcellular propagation. Hyperphosphorylated tau becomes misfolded, whereby tau aggregates in the neuronal axon, thus forming nucleating tau seeds that initiate transcellular propagation. Tau seeds can be secreted into the extracellular matrix in the form of tau-containing exosomes in a manner dependent on neuronal activity. Extracellular tau seeds can enter neurons via bulk endocytosis and promote intracellular tau aggregation by altering its conformational structure (conformational templating). Newly affected cells can proceed to propagate misfolded tau to other naive cells, thus propagating tau pathology. Microglia are also implicated in the tau transcellular propagation process.](CMJ-130-2978-g003){#F3}

Tau propagation experiments *in vitro* show exogenous truncated tau aggregates (fibrils) can enter cells and promote intracellular fibrillization of full-length tau, which normally does not aggregate spontaneously.\[[@ref64]\] Newly formed fibrils could be subsequently transduced into cells in co-culture and further aggregate truncated tau monomers *in vitro*. Studies using preformed tau fibrils (PFFs) indicate that both full-length and truncated tau aggregates can facilitate tau propagation. Use of ^35^S radiolabeled tau in pulse-chase experiments indicates that new tau aggregates are formed largely by recruiting endogenous tau. However, PFFs induced robust tau propagation in cells expressing P301L mutant tau, thus demonstrating that P301L tau mutations enhance endogenous tau seeding.\[[@ref65]\]

Similar observations of tau propagation *in vivo* have recently been described\[[@ref66][@ref67][@ref68][@ref69][@ref70][@ref71][@ref72][@ref73]\] \[[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}\]. In these studies, mutant human tau aggregate seeds induce tau propagation in transgenic mice expressing human tau; brain extracts lacking tau aggregates fail to reproduce this phenomenon, indicating that tau seeds are required to induce pathological spreading *in vivo*.

###### 

Evidence of tau transcellular propagation in mouse models

  Tau in mouse models        Tau seeds                                             Mouse model          Effects                                                                                     Reference
  -------------------------- ----------------------------------------------------- -------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------
  WT 2N4R human tau          NFT-containing extracts from aged P301S mouse brain   ALZ17 mice           Filamentous tau pathology in young mice spread time dependently                             Clavaguera *et al*.\[[@ref66]\]
  Murine tau                 P301S mice brain extracts                             Nontransgenic mice   Tau threads and coiled bodies confined to injection sites                                   Clavaguera *et al*.\[[@ref66]\]
  P301L human tau            --                                                    FVB-Tg4510 mice      Tau pathology spread from EC to synaptically connected regions                              de Calignon *et al*.\[[@ref67]\]
  1N4R P301S human tau       Tau aggregates from brain extracts                    PS19 mice            Tau inclusions showed contralateral spreading to the hippocampus                            Ahmed *et al*.\[[@ref68]\]
  1N4R P301S human tau       PFFs                                                  PS19 mice            Tau propagation is dependent on synaptic connectivity                                       Iba *et al*.\[[@ref69]\]
  1N4R P301S human tau       PFFs                                                  P301S mice           Altered neuronal network activity and impaired basal synaptic transmission and plasticity   Stancu *et al*.\[[@ref70]\]
  WT 2N4R human tau          AGD, PSP, CBD brain extracts                          ALZ17 mice           Reconstitution of argyrophilic tau inclusions and hallmark lesions of each disease          Clavaguera *et al*.\[[@ref71]\]
  1N4R P301S human tau       CBD/AD brain extracts                                 PS19 mice            Distinct pattern for tau propagation of each disease                                        Boluda *et al*.\[[@ref72]\]
  Human tau and murine tau   --                                                    AAV-h-tau mice       Propagation was attenuated in AAV-h-tau mice pharmacologically depleted of microglia        Asai *et al*.\[[@ref73]\]
  1N4R P301S human tau       --                                                    PS19 mice            Presence of tau-containing exosome and inhibition of exosome synthesis reduce propagation   Asai *et al*.\[[@ref73]\]

--: Not applicable; WT: Wild type; NFT: Neurofibrillary tangle; PFFs: Preformed tau fibrils; PSP: Progressive supranuclear palsy; CBD: Corticobasal degeneration; AGD: Argyrophilic grain disease; AD: Alzheimer's disease; EC: Entorhinal cortex.

Although most studies used brain extracts of unknown composition, PFFs comprising full-length tau or truncated tau from PS19 mouse models (overexpressing 1N4R mutant human tau P301S driven by a murine prion protein promoter) also demonstrate successful tau propagation *in vivo*, indicating that tau fibrils are sufficient to mediate propagation.\[[@ref69]\] One concern regarding injection models is the possibility that tau seeds may freely diffuse away from the injection site. Interestingly, tau injection into the hippocampus or striatum/overlaying cortex consistently induced tau pathology in the LC, a noradrenergic nucleus in the brainstem distal from the injection site. Despite widespread transmission to distal sites, direct injection into the striatum failed to develop tau pathology at the injection site even 3 months postinjection.\[[@ref69]\] This suggests that tau spreading in these models may depend on synaptic connectivity rather than spatial proximity. Moreover, tau inclusions *in vivo* show anterograde and retrograde transport\[[@ref68]\] based on tau propagation in both efferent and afferent nuclei of the hippocampal formation.

Inducible tau transgenic mouse models such as FVB-Tg (tetO-Tau~P301L~) 4510 have been established, where tau expression is confined to the entorhinal cortex (EC) to mimic early tau pathology in AD.\[[@ref67]\] This model enables the characterization of pathological tau propagation from the medial entorhinal cortex to synaptically connected regions.\[[@ref67]\] Using this model, tau pathology was observed to originate in the EC and spread to downstream synaptic pathways such as the dentate gyrus (DG), CA1-3 in the hippocampus, and cingulate cortex. However, recent evidence questions the notion that tau lesions initiate from the LC to other regions in PS19 mouse models.\[[@ref74]\] Tau injection within the LC in PS19 mice induced tau propagation through the major afferent and efferent pathways within the LC; however, regions affected in early stages of AD such as the hippocampus and EC were devoid of tau lesions.

Although tau propagation has been reproduced *in vivo* in several models, the functional consequence is not well understood. Most studies observed no signs of neurodegeneration, despite evidence of tau propagation observed. This suggests that propagated tau species may not be neurotoxic.\[[@ref67]\] However, recent evidence from primary neuronal cultures, organotypic hippocampal slices, and P301S mice describe altered neuronal network activity and impaired basal synaptic transmission and plasticity, suggesting that tau transduction may have some deleterious effects on neuronal function.\[[@ref70]\]

Similar to prions, tau comprises unique conformational species or "strains."\[[@ref75]\] Stable expression of the tau repeat domain in cultured cells can indefinitely propagate distinctive amyloid conformations in a clonal fashion; reintroduction of tau from these lines into naive cells can reestablish identical clonal cell lines. Successive introduction of two different tau strains into P301S transgenic mice for three generations *in vivo* and subsequent immunopurification and reexposure of these tau strains to cultured cells can regenerate the original tau strains in culture. Moreover, tau isolates from patients with different tauopathies are shown to be associated with different tau strains. These findings provide a potential explanation for the distinctive pathological patterns observed in various tauopathies.\[[@ref71]\] Distinct patterns for tau propagation have been observed following intracerebral injection of brain extracts from differing tauopathies into young PS19 mice.\[[@ref72]\] These features might reflect the presence of distinctive pathogenic tau strains associated with differing tauopathies.

Despite evidence supporting tau spreading through a transsynaptic or transneuronal propagation pathway, recent work has challenged this view.\[[@ref73]\] AAV-mediated human tau (h-tau) expression in neurons by injection into the medial EC in 4-month-old mice produces hyperphosphorylated human tau, where tau oligomers can propagate to the DG granule cell layer at 28 days postinjection. Intriguingly, propagation was attenuated in AAV-h-tau mice pharmacologically depleted of microglia, indicating a role for microglia in the propagation process. Mechanistic studies demonstrate that microglia can phagocytose and secrete tau in exosomes more efficiently than neurons and astrocytes. Furthermore, microglia-derived exosomes can transduce tau into neurons more efficiently than exosome-free tau *in vivo*. The presence of tau-containing exosomes has been confirmed in PS19 mouse models while systemic inhibition of exosome synthesis can decrease tau propagation, suggesting that exosomes may be involved in tau propagation. Taken together, these findings implicate microglia as a key contributor to tau propagation through phagocytic tau uptake and release of tau-containing exosomes.\[[@ref76]\]

The potential mechanism underlying tau propagation is slowly gaining clarity. Extracellular tau seeds were originally thought to enter neurons via bulk endocytosis.\[[@ref77]\] However, recent evidence reveals that tau aggregates can facilitate cell entry through clathrin-mediated endocytosis. BIN1, which normally inhibits endocytic flux, is genetically associated with late-onset AD and it is downregulated in AD. Loss of BIN1 is linked to increased endocytic trafficking, which promotes tau propagation.\[[@ref78]\] Internalized tau can damage endosomal membranes, and subsequent tau leakage into the cytoplasm can mediate tau propagation. Furthermore, transduced neuronal tau aggregates can be secreted into the extracellular matrix in manner dependent on neuronal activation.\[[@ref79]\]

Unsolved questions {#sec2-7}
------------------

Despite recent progress supporting the tau propagation hypothesis, many basic questions remain. For instance, the nature of tau seed remains largely unknown. Although most studies utilize tau fibrils as nucleating seeds,\[[@ref64][@ref65]\] evidence suggests that tau trimers represent the minimal oligomer size required to seed tau polymerization.\[[@ref80]\] This hypothesis has been substantiated in human neurons derived from induced pluripotent stem cells.\[[@ref81]\] However, some studies demonstrate that tau monomers are sufficient to seed polymerization.\[[@ref82]\] Studies also suggest that low-molecular-weight aggregates, and short/long fibrils, but not monomers, are taken up by neurons.\[[@ref77][@ref83]\] More recently, a rare phosphorylated high-molecular-weight tau species has been shown to be absorbed and propagated in neurons based on studies using brain extracts from transgenic mice and human brain, as well as recombinant tau *in vitro* and *in vivo*.\[[@ref84]\] Interestingly, tau propagation can also be induced using preaggregated Aβ, suggesting a possible seeding mechanism induced by alternate aggregate species.\[[@ref85]\]

Altogether, the question remains whether tau seeding can be altered by tau mutations derived from familial tauopathies. A majority of the studies described so far performed *in vivo* and *in vitro* employ mutant tau. Some studies suggest that tau seeding frequency is affected by the mutation status of the nucleating seed and the recipient cells.\[[@ref65]\] However, tau mutations are only found in a small group of tauopathic patients; no mutations have yet been described in AD patients. Since mutant tau only appears in a small number of cases of sporadic tauopathy, studies focused on wild-type tau in human AD may be more relevant to AD pathogenesis.\[[@ref86]\]

Whether seeding is tau-isoform dependent is also unclear. While some studies suggest that species-specific seeding barriers prevent tau seeding of other isoforms,\[[@ref87][@ref88]\] other studies report that 4R oligomers from individuals with PSP can seed both 3R and 4R tau *in vitro*.\[[@ref89]\] Although the issue remains highly speculative, seeding barriers may vary according to seeding species and the context-specific nature of exogenous tau.

T[AU IN]{.smallcaps} A[LZHEIMER\'S]{.smallcaps} D[ISEASE]{.smallcaps} D[IAGNOSTICS]{.smallcaps} {#sec1-6}
===============================================================================================

Detection of tau in cerebrospinal fluid and plasma as a biomarker for Alzheimer\'s disease diagnostics {#sec2-8}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Although Aβ and tau are both considered key biomarkers in AD, conflicting views still remain regarding their temporal relevance during the progression of AD. Current models suggest that Aβ dysregulation precedes alterations in tau;\[[@ref90]\] this is supported by clinical studies characterizing sporadic and familial AD.\[[@ref91]\] Interestingly, tau pathology histologically characterized using the AT8 antibody can be detected in individuals as young as 6 years old in autopsies.\[[@ref59]\] This implies that subcortical tau deposition may initiate a pathological AD-associated cascade, in which extracellular and aggregated Aβ may only be produced under pathological conditions by neurons expressing aberrant tau.\[[@ref59]\] Recent studies have proposed that changes in pathogenic Aβ and tau can occur independently but may synergistically aggravate neurodegenerative progression.\[[@ref92][@ref93]\] Indeed, a recently established model of biomarker dynamics in sporadic AD shows that total tau and p-tau appear earlier than Aβ~1--42~ in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF). However, in amyloid or APOE4-positive individuals, elevations in Aβ~1--42~ preceded elevations in p-tau and total tau.\[[@ref94]\] This raises the possibility that Aβ and APOE4 status may accelerate the progressive appearance of preexisting elevations in pathological tau in AD. Taken together, tau may be a good biomarker in early detection of AD.

Recent evidence characterizing the progression of mild cognitive impairment (MCI) in AD shows that the alterations in Aβ~42~ are apparent at the time of MCI diagnosis and maintain during disease progression, whereas total tau and p-tau progressively increase from the time of diagnosis and further elevate with dementia. This suggests that tau may be a more accurate indicator of AD progression compared to Aβ during MCI to late AD onset.\[[@ref95]\] Consistent with this, longitudinal study comparing CSF biomarkers and amyloid PET revealed that CSF Aβ~42~/t-tau (total tau) and Aβ~42~/p-tau had better diagnostic capacity compared to CSF Aβ biomarkers only, where Aβ~42~/t-tau showed the highest accuracy of all CSF/PET biomarkers.\[[@ref96]\] This supports the use of CSF tau as a biomarker for early detection and diagnosis in AD and for use in clinical evaluation of AD drug trials.

Accurate tau measurements in CSF are facilitated by recent technological developments in protein detection. Although enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) systems for measuring CSF t-tau and p-tau have been available for decades,\[[@ref97]\] new methods such as xMAP technology, have recently been used in the AD neuroimaging initiative (ADNI) program which characterizes concurrent changes in Aβ~1--42~, t-tau and p-tau.\[[@ref98]\] The xMAP technology flow cytometry platform involves covalent coupling of a capture antibody to spectrally defined microspheres, resulting in improved throughput rates, smaller sample size, reduced assay time, and comparable accuracy, thus making xMAP a potential alternative to conventional ELISA.\[[@ref99]\]

Although detection of tau in CSF is feasible, a minimally invasive biopsy method such as plasma detection would be preferable. Detection of biomarkers in plasma, however, requires methods with high sensitivity and accuracy in detecting neurological components.\[[@ref100]\] Single-molecule ELISA (digital ELISA) involves the enrichment of proteins of low abundance by immunocapture using microscopic beads in 50 femtoliter reaction chambers designed to hold single beads, coupled with fluorescence imaging to detect single-protein molecules.\[[@ref101]\] Using this method, lower detection thresholds of 0.02 pg/ml of tau have been achieved, which represents a 1000-fold increase in sensitivity compared to conventional ELISA.\[[@ref102]\] However, the current use of digital ELISA systems is costly and time-consuming.

Electrochemical biosensors have also been developed for diagnostic applications. Recently, a multielectrode electrochemical biosensor to detect full-length 2N4R tau features a detection limit of 0.03 pmol/L, with comparable detection fidelity in the presence of albumin or human serum and faster processing (\<1 h) compared to digital ELISA.\[[@ref103]\] Given the rapid development of biosensor technology, it is quite likely that similar methods will be adapted to detect p-tau and other tau isoforms/species in CSF and serum. Moreover, other blood-based biomarkers such as brain-derived tau exosomes are also being developed, which may be useful in detecting tau oligomers or other tau species that are prone to aggregation and propagation.\[[@ref76]\]

Tau as an Alzheimer\'s disease biomarker in clinical practice {#sec2-9}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Reductions in Aβ~42~ and elevations in total and p-tau in CSF have been implicated as potential biomarkers in AD patients according to NIH-NIA criteria. Although CSF biomarkers are currently being developed and have been characterized in AD, use of these biomarkers in diagnosis and prognostic prediction is still pending, since no clear consensus has been reached on their application in the clinic. Although use of biomarkers in combination is superior to use of single biomarkers, no optimized standards have been established as an "AD-positive profile." More specifically, no consensus has been established with respect to biomarker staging during the progression of AD in live patients. Given the variation seen in AD neuropathology and cognitive decline, combined with the lack of a defined etiology for AD-associated dementia in the clinic, setting standards for biomarkers in AD continues to encounter difficulties.\[[@ref104]\]

Another concern limiting the widespread use of CSF tau biomarkers in clinical practice is the lack of CSF-based calibration standards. Without calibration standards, wide variations are seen between research groups using different immunoassays, with varied interpretation of clinical results obtained. The involvement of the ADNI study committee in standardizing methodologies, in conjunction with other organizations and laboratories, has helped establish globally accepted standardized protocols. Using defined detailed test procedures, independent laboratories may limit variability and generate results with greater consistency.\[[@ref105]\]

D[EVELOPMENT OF]{.smallcaps} T[AU]{.smallcaps} I[MAGING]{.smallcaps} T[ECHNOLOGY]{.smallcaps} {#sec1-7}
=============================================================================================

Requirements in the clinical application of tau tracers {#sec2-10}
-------------------------------------------------------

In clinical practice, an ideal tau tracer should demonstrate high sensitivity, good selectivity, and appropriate half-life. Several obstacles need to be overcome to achieve successful tau imaging *in vivo*.\[[@ref106]\] Given that NFTs are located intracellularly, tracers are required to show competent penetration across the blood--brain barrier and neuronal membrane. Because Aβ and tau comprise beta sheets, combined with the fact that Aβ concentrations inside the central nervous system are much higher than that of tau, a tau tracer should have a higher affinity for tau to achieve tau-specific signals using minimal tracer concentrations. With six different tau isoforms expressed, all bearing different conformations at various stages of disease progression, these factors add an additional layer of complexity to the design of ideal tau tracers.

Currently available tau tracers {#sec2-11}
-------------------------------

Currently available tau tracers fall into 4 groups: the nonselective tracer FDDNP,\[[@ref107]\] arylquinoline derivatives (THK-523, THK-5105, THK-5117, and THK-5331), pyrido-indole derivatives (T807 and T808), and phenyl/pyridinylbutadienyl-benzothiazoles/benzothiazoliums derivative PBB3. [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} shows a comparison of their performance in human PET studies.\[[@ref107][@ref108][@ref109][@ref110][@ref111][@ref112][@ref113][@ref114]\]

###### 

Comparison of current tau tracers

  Tracer     Radio-tracer   Spatial distribution pattern in human                                            Selectivity Tau/Aβ   Affinity Tau isoforms                  Critical weakness                                                                                    Reference
  ---------- -------------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------- -------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------
  FDDNP      ^18^F          Temporal, parietal, posterior cingulate, and frontal regions                     Nonselective         3R + 4R                                Nonselective                                                                                         Small *et al*.\[[@ref107]\]
  THK-523    ^18^F          NA                                                                               10 folds             3R + 4R No detection of non-AD tau     Defluorination                                                                                       Fodero-Tavoletti *et al*.\[[@ref108]\]
  THK-5105   ^18^F          Temporal, parietal, posterior cingulate, frontal, and mesial temporal cortices   25 folds             3R + 4R                                Off-target binding in brainstem, thalamus, and subcortical white matter Relatively slower kinetics   Okamura *et al*.\[[@ref109]\]
  THK-5117   ^18^F          Temporal lobe, parietal cortices, orbitofrontal, posterior cingulate cortices    No Aβ binding        3R + 4R                                Off-target binding in subcortical white matter, cerebellum                                           Harada *et al*.\[[@ref110]\]
  THK-5351   ^18^F          Temporal lobe                                                                    No Aβ binding        3R + 4R                                Off-target binding in basal ganglia                                                                  Harada *et al*.\[[@ref111]\]
  PBB3       ^11^C          Temporal lobe                                                                    50 folds             3R + 4R, able to detect non-AD tau     Short half-life retention in dural venous sinuses                                                    Maruyama *et al*.\[[@ref112]\]
  T807       ^18^F          Inferior temporal, lateral parietal, and posterior cingulate cortices            27 folds             3R + 4R, low affinity for non-AD tau   Retention in basal ganglia, anterior midbrain, venous sinuses, and choroid plexus                    Chien *et al*.\[[@ref113]\]
  T808       ^18^F          Temporal lobes, frontal lobe                                                     27 folds             3R + 4R                                Defluorination                                                                                       Chien *et al*.\[[@ref114]\]

NA: Not applicable; AD: Alzheimer's disease.

Despite claims these tracers are selective, no autopsy studies have yet confirmed their selectivity. In addition, sample sizes used in these trials were relatively small. Larger clinical studies will be required to test their sensitivity, selectivity, and long-term safety. Moreover, tau tracers that can recognize other non-AD tau isoforms (3R-tau or 4R tau) and neurotoxic species such as tau oligomers would expand their applicability in the clinic.

Use of current tau tracers in preliminary stages of testing may hold great potential for facilitating early diagnosis in AD. Several studies have used T807 to investigate pathological tau spreading in normal aging populations and AD. While little tau pathology was found in young cohorts, more tau emerged in medial temporal lobe in aged individuals. Elevations in Aβ corresponded to the spreading of tau pathology to the lateral temporal lobe and neocortex, accurately correlating with changes in cognition during normal aging, and transitional phases from MCI to AD.\[[@ref115]\] This highlights the value of tau tracers during *in vivo* Braak staging and suggests that tau pathology in regions beyond the medial temporal lobe may be strong indicators for advanced AD onset. Interestingly, *in vivo* imaging technology based on single-chain antibody fragments (scFvs) that selectively bind to oligomeric tau or specific p-tau species is currently being developed. This would be ideal for its concurrent use in treatment and diagnostics.\[[@ref116][@ref117]\] If successful, tau imaging may be an effective prognostic method to diagnose early-stage neurodegenerative disorders.
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=====================================================================================================================

Although most drug development efforts so far have focused on Aβ, interest in tau as a drug target is currently growing. Several approaches are being employed which target various aspects of tau pathogenesis, including modulation of tau gene expression, modulation of posttranslational modifications, tau immunotherapy, and microtubule stabilization.\[[@ref28]\] [Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"} summarizes current drug development strategies employed.\[[@ref118][@ref119][@ref120][@ref121][@ref122][@ref123][@ref124][@ref125]\]

###### 

Current drug development effort targeting tau

  Drug name                                               Mechanism of action                                    Status         Outcome                                                  Reference
  ------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------ -------------- -------------------------------------------------------- ----------------------------------
  *MAPT* gene expression modulator                                                                                                                                                       
   Antisense oligonucleotides                                                                                    NA                                                                      
   Splicing modulators                                                                                           NA                                                                      
  Tau protein posttranslational modification modulators                                                                                                                                  
   TRx 0237 (LMTX™)                                       Tau aggregation inhibitor                              Phase 3        Failed to improve cognition                              Gauthier *et al*.\[[@ref118]\]
   Tideglusib (NP-12)                                     GSK-3 inhibitor                                        Phase 2b       Missed primary endpoint                                  Lovestone *et al*.\[[@ref119]\]
   Lithium chloride                                       GSK-3 inhibitor                                        Phase 2                                                                 Forlenza *et al*.\[[@ref120]\]
   Valproic acid                                          GSK-3 inhibitor                                        Phase 2                                                                 Tariot *et al*.\[[@ref121]\]
   Metformin                                              Reduce tau phosphorylation                             NA             Promote tau aggregation                                  Barini *et al*.\[[@ref122]\]
  Microtubule-stabilizing drugs                                                                                                                                                          
   Epothilone D                                           Microtubule-stabilizing                                Discontinued                                                            Alzforum\[[@ref123]\]
   Davunetide                                             Microtubule-stabilizing                                Discontinued                                                            
  Modulators of PP2A/O-GlcNAcase (Asn120290)                                                                     NA                                                                      
  Promote tau clearance by enhancing autophagy                                                                   NA                                                                      
  Immunotherapy                                                                                                                                                                          
   AADvac1                                                Synthetic peptide targeting pathological tau protein   Phase 1        Favorably safe characteristics and good immunogenicity   Novak *et al*.\[[@ref124]\]
   ACI-35                                                 Synthetic peptide targeting pathological tau protein   Phase 1        NA                                                       Agadjanyan *et al*.\[[@ref125]\]
   BMS-986168                                             Monoclonal antibody                                    Phase 2        NA                                                       Alzforum\[[@ref123]\]
   C2N 8E12                                               Monoclonal antibody                                    Phase 2        NA                                                       Alzforum\[[@ref123]\]
   RO 7105705                                             Monoclonal antibody                                    Phase 1        NA                                                       Alzforum\[[@ref123]\]

NA: Not applicable; PP2A: Protein phosphatase 2A; GSK: Glycogen synthase kinase.

C[ONCLUSION AND]{.smallcaps} F[UTURE]{.smallcaps} D[IRECTIONS]{.smallcaps} {#sec1-9}
==========================================================================

Transcellular tau propagation offers new paradigms in our current understanding of AD pathogenesis. Evidence from preclinical *in vitro* and *in vivo* models of tau-mediated neurodegeneration have explained, at least in part, pathogenic events observed in AD brain. However, detailed mechanisms and the relevance of these changes to clinical AD cases will be required to fully understand AD and to design and develop future disease-modifying therapies and diagnostic tools. Although detection of tau in CSF and plasma is currently being developed as a diagnostic biomarker, efforts should be made to fully facilitate its implementation in the clinic. Likewise, advances in tau imaging have been made, and with the current evaluation of several tau tracers in clinical trials, use of tau as a neurodegenerative biomarker seems encouraging. Results from tau imaging studies in humans are anticipated to further consolidate or extend our understanding of the tau transcellular propagation hypothesis. Efforts to develop tau immunotherapies are of equal importance; anti-tau vaccines (AADvac) and other active/passive immunotherapies currently undergoing clinical trials show good potential as future therapies.
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